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Digital Humanities and Text Simplification Tasks: The CLARA-HD Project

DESCRIPTION
The CLARA-NLP (www.clara-nlp.uned.es) integrates the
experience of researchers from three institutions, UAM, UNED and
CSIC, who have collaborated for more than a decade in different
NLP projects. On this occasion we explore the applications of
automatic simplification of speciality text into easier-to-read
text. Therefore, the common basis will be the evaluation
framework and the difference will be in the domain: financial
(PID2020-116001RB-C31), digital humanities (PID2020-
116001RB-C32) and medical (PID2020-116001RA-C33), where
each group has a contrasting experience [1, 3, 4, 5, 8].

The project will develop a software framework and
infrastructure to have easily available all the needed NLP tools
and algorithms needed for the scientific work, and we will decide
the inclusion in an international infrastructure as CLARIN or
DARIAH. The experience and results will be described in detail in
a MOOC developed by the three subprojects [9,10].

WORK DONE
The NLP&IR research group during this first year of the project is
working in the domain of HD [2] with two main goals. First is the
development of an annotated corpus from the Diario de Madrid
[7] and its related interface to the support of historians partner
works and second one is the design and experiment with different
models to text simplification [6].

SEPLN Conference 2022

The analysis of historical newspapers requires a certain quality of
digitized sources and the use of specific domain resources. Any
approach using current technologies finds that most of the models
available for transcription or entity recognition are trained with
texts in “modern languages“. In our case, working with “Diario de
Madrid 1788-1825”, the complexity increases since the
normalization of Spanish is relatively “modern”. The steps
followed using https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/ for the
automatic transcription using a developed model reach 99% of
performance.

CLEF 2022
We propose the use of a pre-trained Deep Learning language
model in a simplification task using its transfer learning
capabilities. Because of the calculated features: text compression,
word length, lexical and syntactic complexity, and the level of
paraphrasing, the model has been able to simplify and obtain
similar results to previous work, even without being trained
directly on the domain data.
Our approach enables us to control the simplification result by
selecting specific values for each of the features previously
trained. This increases the flexibility of the system, as it is possible
to generate different simplified versions. Code is released with
an open-source license at
https://github.com/Hisarlik/simpleTextCLEF.
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